Team Report:

This week Pop3 detection is added to the Project. Ymsg is observed.

A. Gencay Demirel:

In this week, I try to solve the problem that we encountered last week. Next week I will help Kerem for detecting ymsg protocol.

Kerem Ozarkan:

In this week, I worked on how to analyze ymsg protocol. After making our interface and conduct it with our code, I will start coding. Next week, we will be preparing for our demo.

Arda Güçlü:

In this week, I have made an implementation about pop3 (post office protocol) in my implementation, I used string matching and i wrote basic function that is used to evaluate the possibility of existence of pop3. Next week i will continue my implementation and develop this function.

Müjdat Bayar:

I have finished the implementation of “packet” and “pcap_rdr” classes. I am trying to adapt smtp code that we have written before. I also have helped Gencay in his work. Additionally I will learn to use the code that is sent from Siemens by Sevgi Yasar. Next week, I will go on the methods to detect Smtp.

Next Week Plan:

Next week, group will focus on YMSG. We will improve our Smtp and Pop3 detection.